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CHALLENGES
ENERGY RECOVERY 
IN CORNWALL

INNOVATION 
DISSEMINATION 

For VINCI this means increasing its international presence 
outside Europe, bringing exciting opportunities for both 
individuals and the business. 

In January this year we set up a Highways Sector within Taylor 
Woodrow Civil Engineering to pool our vast knowledge and 
expertise in preparation for the investment and resulting 
growth in the highways sector during the next parliament.

In the Nine Elms area of central London, we are involved in 
the New Covent Garden Market project as part of a 50:50 joint 
venture with developer St Modwen. Subject to the receipt of 
planning, construction will begin in 2015.

St Modwen is our client on the Swansea Bay University Campus 
project which you can read more about on pages 4-7.

But, of course, key to our future success will be our people. 
Health and safety will continue to be a key performance 
indicator as we strive to continually improve our already 
excellent safety record. We will continue to invest in our teams, 
particularly those who deliver the technically challenging 
projects that we are known for and proud of. Most of all, we will 
concentrate on delivering our promises to our customers by 
rigorously enforcing our operational processes and continuing 
to innovate in order to add value. Our internal campaigns and 
initiatives will help deliver this commitment.  

I hope you enjoy this issue of Communiqué.

  

Andrew Ridley-Barker

Managing Director 
VINCI Construction UK

MANAGING DIRECTOR’S WELCOME

WELCOME TO THE  
LATEST EDITION OF 

There are positive signs that the construction industry 
has finally reached the end of the recession. As the 
market picks up, this will present its own challenges, but 
with challenges come opportunities, and at the company’s 
annual road show events held recently in London, 
Manchester and Nottingham, it gave me great pleasure to 
share with our teams what these look like, both for VINCI 
on a global scale and closer to home in the UK.
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Indeed, across different ages, cultures and industries, the 
search for operational efficiency and excellence has been a 
driving force for individuals and organisations. And today, 
at VINCI Construction UK, the story is no different. Since 
2009, the use of lean processes throughout the company has 
triggered a cultural shift in the way people go about their 
business.

Lean is a management philosophy based on an integrated 
system of principles, operating practices and tools that drive 
the relentless pursuit of perfection within an organisation. It is 
an approach to business that centres on eliminating non-value 
adding activities, improving workflow and enhancing efficiencies 
within a business. 

At VINCI Construction UK, Lean is an integral part of the 
company’s renewed focus on efficiency, as Andy Blake, Business 
Responsibility Lead, explains:

“Lean is all about understanding what is important to the 
customer and determining what really matters. It focuses 
on enhancing quality, delivery and people, and ensures 
we’re able to increase productivity, drive down costs, 
increase profitability and deliver the very best for our 
clients by identifying and eliminating all kinds of waste.”

Within the Lean lexicon, waste refers to those process steps and 
practices that add no value. 

“By removing these non-value adding activities,” says Andy, “we’re far 
more likely to achieve process improvements. When you think that within 
general industry 50-95% of people’s time is spent doing things that increase 
costs and create no value for customers, you can see the logic behind this 
approach.”

However, Andy is quick to point out that Lean is NOT about 
cutting costs or corners. Nor is it just a menu of tools and 
techniques that can fix anything or a simple bolt-on activity. “It’s 
a philosophy,” says Andy. “A completely new way of thinking and behaving 
that aims to improve how we work and streamline our processes throughout 
the organisation. It’s not about reducing people; it’s all about making people 
more efficient.”

Six Sigma
Alongside Lean, Andy has also introduced Six Sigma to the 
business. Six Sigma is a set of process improvement tools and 
techniques that were developed by Motorola in the 1980s. Like 
Lean, Six Sigma seeks to improve the quality of process outputs 
by removing defects and minimising variability (referred to as the 
standardisation of work). It uses a powerful project framework, 
the key components of which are Define, Measure, Analyse, 
Improve and Control (DMAIC), and incorporates analytical tools to 
uncover root causes to understand and reduce variation. 

“While Lean improves efficiency and speed,” explains Andy, “Six Sigma 
standardises and improves process quality. It is a fantastic problem-
solving approach which, when combined with Lean, enables companies to 
maximise productivity and achieve operational excellence. However, within 
VINCI Construction UK, to keep things simple we only refer to using Lean.”

Lean in action
Of course, theoretical frameworks and new business philosophies 
are all very well – but how does Lean translate into practical 
everyday activities? 

“In the first instance,” says Andy, “the process involves going to look at 
something that’s actually happening to identify non-value adding activities 
that clients wouldn’t want, and that the people undertaking the tasks may 
be unable to see. One method is to do what we call process stapling – which 
involves following a process from end to end around the business to identify 
the barriers to efficiency and delivery. This means speaking and listening to 
people on the frontline to see where things could improve.”

These conversations and assessments can lead to crucial changes 
within the business, such as the previous relocation of the 
Building Information Modelling (BIM) team from the Technology 
Centre in Leighton Buzzard to the company head office in 
Watford. “BIM is a core part of our value-added offer and a lot of our BIM-
related work comes from centrally-located divisions – so moving the BIM 
team into the heart of the business was a very logical move.”

Additionally, when based at the Technology Centre, the BIM 
team was spending a lot of evenings and weekends at the office 
working on information models. So, through a Lean assessment, 
it was decided it would be beneficial to set them up with remote 
access. “This way they can improve their work-life-balance and work 
from home, agreeing different shifts,” says Andy. “This adds a layer of 
convenience and efficiency to the process, which is just the kind of outcome 
Lean is designed to deliver.”

Leaner, fitter, faster
Elsewhere, Lean has previously been applied to the Technical 
Services operation of VINCI Facilities, where one of the outcomes 
was to realise that an incentive for the fixed-wire testers needed 
revising. Previously, the scheme was based on how many tests 
could be completed in a day. “But this approach,” says Andy, “led to 
delays in project reports being written, because the electricians would spend 
more time on site undertaking tests. And without the reports clients couldn’t 
be invoiced. Lean changed this; the incentive scheme was turned around 
to encourage increased report writing, leading to quicker invoicing. These 
and other improvements led to a 10% increase in profit for the department 
within a year.”

Similarly, at the Victoria Dock Portal in east London, Lean has 
been used to accelerate delivery and avoid costly delays by 
making the muck-away processes more efficient. At one point the 
project was 16 days behind schedule; but by rearranging the way 
material was removed from the site and excavation equipment 
was organised, the team saved 19 days, handed over on time, 
saved £104,000 and avoided potential late delivery charges of over 
£2 million.

“In the future,” says Andy, “we’d like to see a Lean practitioner embedded 
in every project. We are organising specific training and we’d like to see 
trained staff working with suppliers and customers up front to ensure those 
efficiencies are built into every project from the beginning. What’s more, we 
also need to embed Lean into all office activities and support services. We 
need everybody to look at all work through Lean eyes.”

As Lean is rolled out across the company, with strong training 
and communications programmes in place, Andy and his 
team are confident it will transform the performance and 
sustainability of the company. Through process improvements, it 
is already delivering operational efficiencies that will make VINCI 
Construction UK leaner, fitter, faster and more competitive for 
years to come.

Andy Blake, Business Responsibility Lead.01

THE VINCI HOUSE OF LEAN
In order to embed these new behaviours and processes across 
the company, VINCI Construction UK has created the VINCI 
House of Lean, which sets out the key approaches that should 
be used on all company projects. The six pillars supporting the 
House of Lean are:

• Delivery Planning: collaborative planning, production 
control and simulation planning

• Supply Chain Management: tools and techniques for 
managing suppliers, and a programme to support their 
adoption of Lean

• Visual Control: visual display boards and stand-up 
meetings so that site operations and all construction project 
staff can see progress and understand current issues 

• Problem Solving: using recognised techniques for problem 
identification and cause analysis 

• VINCI Lean Toolbox: standardised tools and techniques to 
help implement Lean

• Continuous Improvement: continual assessment of how 
services and processes can be enhanced

“The House of Lean provides the cornerstones for improvement,” says 
Andy. “It shows the six pillars that hold everything together within a Lean 
business culture. By following these approaches we create consistency 
across the business. And consistency is the key to success.”

The pursuit of process improvement has strong 
historical precedents. In 12th Century Italy, 
the Venetians created one of the world’s first 
assembly-line plants, the Arsenale di Venezia, 
which enabled workers to mass-produce galley 
ships with remarkable efficiency and speed. 
In the early 20th Century, Henry Ford became 
the first person to achieve process integration 
when he used standard interchangeable parts 
and a moving conveyor system to create flow 
production. And after the Second World War, a 
group of businessmen developed an integrated 
system of tools and techniques to revolutionise 
Japanese manufacturing and business practices.

REMOVING THE FAT, 
USING THE MUSCLE

The use of Lean processes at VINCI Construction UK

01
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FOCUS PROJECT — SWANSEA UNIVERSITY’S BAY CAMPUS

A MONUMENTAL
LEGACY PROJECT
The development of Swansea University’s Bay 
Campus is one of the largest knowledge economy 
projects in the UK and among the top five university 
developments in Europe. The sheer scale of the 
programme is made increasingly complex by 
the site’s exposed coastal location and its close 
proximity to a Site of Special Scientific Interest. 
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THE SOLUTIONS
Multiple design teams
An aggressive front-end strategy combined with the 
appointment of three separate design teams has allowed VINCI 
Construction UK to run the design and build of 16 structures 
simultaneously. While the timescales for some buildings fell 
slightly behind, others are ahead of schedule. And by building 
some lag time into the back end of the project, the team has 
successfully ensured that the development is on-track to meet 
the agreed completion date. The use of three teams gives VINCI 
Construction UK the necessary resources to deliver, but it 
makes co-ordination and consistency a daily challenge.

Coordination meetings and diary management
Understanding Leadbitter’s access needs and working with 
the original concept architects to deliver practical design 
solutions requires regular meetings. The project teams meet 
weekly, monthly and quarterly to discuss logistics and work 
out solutions to any issues arising from the constantly evolving 
construction site. In the early stages, when concepts needed to 
be designed back - worked up into viable designs – workshops 
were held with the concept architects to thrash out ideas and 
reach a design solution that enabled VINCI Construction UK to 
meet contract obligations and the concept architects to achieve 
their vision. While these methods meant more time was used 
on this area of the project than expected, and procurement 
processes were complex, teamwork ensured that no time was 
lost in the overall project plan and that all parties were satisfied 
with the final outcome.  

Weatherproofing the site
Given the site’s exposed coastal location, a long-term solution 
was needed to ensure the site wouldn’t flood during periods 
of wet weather or high tides. To this end, VINCI Construction 
UK raised all foundations by a minimum of 600mm, to take 
them above the one-in-200-year flood levels. This relatively 
simple process freed up time to concentrate on testing the life 
cycle and combinations of materials capable of withstanding 
turbulent, coastal conditions. A pre-cast concrete frame system 
with twin-wall was chosen and combined with a lightweight-
framed external envelope with brick cladding. This allows for 
quick construction – with bathrooms pre-made and dropped in 
– as well as quick fit-out and a robust finish capable of handling 
student activity.  

Site of Special Scientific Interest
To protect the SSSI, VINCI Construction UK’s ecology champion 
continues to oversee all operations within the dunes. The 
area is protected by specialist retile fencing erected to protect 
wildlife, and works are carried out under permits. VINCI 
Construction UK regularly inspects and litter-picks the area. 
Most importantly for the long-term protection of the dunes is 
the re-establishment of the dune grasses to the correct density; 
too much and the dunes stop functioning, too little and they 
blow away.

VINCI Construction UK first became involved 
with the project in 2011, when negotiations 
started with the developer, St Modwen. In 
March 2013, as part of a £450million campus 
development on the eastern approach to 
Swansea city, VINCI Construction UK was 
awarded a £95million design and build 
contract for five academic and 11 residential 
buildings. These key features within this 
monumental legacy project have presented 
a host of technical and logistical challenges 
but, as ever, VINCI Construction UK has been 
equal to the task.

THE CHALLENGES
Exposed site location with complex ecological elements
Swansea University’s new Bay Campus sits on a flat plane just 
above the spring tide water line and is flanked on two sides 
by the Crymlyn Burrows sand dunes – one of the largest sand 
dunes in Western Europe and a Site of Special Scientific Interest 
(SSSI). The low-lying, exposed position faces the daily challenges 
of high winds, which is characteristic of coastal areas. These 
winds pick up sand and sea salt and blast the site, forcing critical 
choices such as which type of crane and materials to use. In 
addition, some of the works involve going though and over the 
dunes. Damaged or disturbed vegetation can reduce the dunes’ 
effectiveness as a natural barrier, increasing the risk of flooding. 
VINCI Construction UK is responsible for managing this element 
of the project for St Modwen, and failure to deal sensitively with 
the delicate ecological balance of the dunes could slow the project 
considerably. 

Drainage and groundwater contamination
With the contract for drainage not awarded by the client at 
the outset, construction began before plans to keep the site 
from flooding could be made. Extensive rainfall in the winter 
months, together with high groundwater levels, proximity to high 
tidelines and fine sandy soil, would have resulted in excavations 
filling with water very quickly. The challenge was further 
complicated by groundwater contamination, a consequence of 
the site’s previous incarnation as a holding area for crude oil 
and other fuels from Swansea Docks. While not particularly 
complex, the sheer scale of the drainage put the ferociously 
tight timescales and project deadline in jeopardy. The situation 
became increasingly complex as a result of restrictions put in 
place by Natural Resources Wales on the amount of water VINCI 
Construction UK could soak back into the ground.

Driving concurrent design and build for multiple structures
Responsible for the design and build of 16 structures in 24 
months, the team face huge pressure to drive the projects 
concurrently. This proved toughest in the initial stages, when 
all 16 designs had to be completed at the same time to allow the 
procurement team to meet budgets by negotiating economies of 
scale. 

Multi-party working
Working on multiple structures on a challenging site shared with 
two other contractors continues to be a key issue. For example, 
the site of Leadbitter’s Engineering Central building sits in the 
middle of VINCI Construction UK’s 16 buildings. Contracts state 
that access must be granted at all times, which affects when and 
where VINCI Construction UK can dig drainage trenches, position 
cranes and receive deliveries. The team also has to manage 
ongoing relationships with other project stakeholders. For 
example, adaptations to the concept designs to ensure viability 
from commercial and structural perspectives were challenged, 
which has meant carrying out in-depth discussions with 
designers and the concept architects on a regular basis. 

CGI - aerial view.01
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Trench, filtration and lagoon system
Observing firm restrictions from Natural Resources Wales, 
VINCI Construction UK is only able to remove a limited amount 
of water from the construction site to soak back into the ground. 
In response, when the team dig large trenches across the site, 
wellpoint dewatering systems are put in place, along with 
heavy-duty pumps to transfer water to three large lagoons via 
a skimmer and carbon filtration system. From here, the clean 
water is put back into ground away from building works.

THE RESULTS
A clear, front-weighted strategy and collaboration means phase 
one of this development is on track for completion in 2015, in 
line with the original schedule. By working together to overcome 
ecological and locational challenges, as well as time constraints, 
the project team is set to leave a remarkable legacy for the local 
community and South Wales as a whole. 

PROJECT PERSPECTIVE
“So far this project has been ferociously 
fast with unexpected demands on the 
team’s time, particularly in the design 
phase. We’ve managed these demands 
and complex, wide-ranging challenges 
and are on track to deliver an 
incredibly important development, for 
the university, our client St Modwen, 
the community, the industry and the 
company.”
Jerry Williams, Project Director

Once completed, Swansea University’s Bay Campus will serve 
as a leading institution dedicated to developing engineers of the 
future. While under construction, the site is creating a wealth of 
apprenticeships for young people, local jobs and opportunities 
for businesses in the area and South Wales as a whole.

Key programme facts

• 15% of total spend on site to date has been within the 
boundaries of Swansea / Neath Port Talbot County Borough, 
61% has been within South Wales

As of 21st March 2014:

• 1,157 people have been inducted to work on site

• 239 (22.23%) live within 10 miles of the site

• 836 (77.76%) live within Wales

• VINCI Construction UK has provided 115 apprentice weeks 
and 468 training weeks
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ENERGY RECOVERY 
IN CORNWALL

CHALLENGES — ENERGY RECOVERY IN CORNWALL

Cornwall Energy Recovery Centre (CERC) team

VINCI Construction UK has joined forces 
with VINCI Environnement France to create 

a specialist Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction (EPC) contracting company, 

VINCI Environment UK, to work on energy 
from waste schemes in the UK. In Cornwall, 

a county which is rapidly running out of 
landfill capacity, VINCI Environment UK 

is constructing the cutting edge Cornwall 
Energy Recovery Centre (CERC) to help 

tackle a mounting waste problem. 
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Located six miles north of St Austell in the 
middle of the Cornish Peninsula, CERC will 
process 240,000 tonnes of municipal solid 
waste and export around 17 megawatts of 
electricity to the national grid, equivalent 
to the annual demand of 21,000 households. 
The facility, due for completion in May 2016, 
will stimulate local employment and help 
reduce both the county’s landfill tax bill 
and the negative environmental impacts 
associated with waste disposal. 

Here, Mark Cooper, Project Director for VINCI Construction UK, tells 
Communiqué about the project and the unique challenges involved. Mark 
reports to Marc Barnouin, of VINCI Environnement France, who is the Paris-
based Project Director for the CERC scheme.

Why is this facility so important for Cornwall?
Cornwall is running out of landfill space. The county is reaching 
maximum landfill capacity and soon there will be no room to bury 
more waste. Sites are filling up, raising environmental concerns, 
and landfill is no longer a preferred option. Furthermore, while 
most of the county’s waste goes direct to local landfill, some is 
sent out of the county for processing, which raises the issue of 
transportation costs on top of changes in the landfill tax scheme. 
So both environmentally and financially, its present waste solution 
is costing Cornwall dearly and is not sustainable.

Who’s behind the project and how will it work?
The client is SITA Cornwall, who has a long-term contract with 
the local authority to deal with the county’s waste. A key feature 
of this arrangement is to divert waste from landfill. The client 
already has a number of facilities operating in Cornwall for the 
management and treatment of the county’s waste; however, CERC 
will be the key, central facility for the treatment of residual waste. 
When it is completed, the new facility will have the capacity to 
prevent around 90% of Cornwall’s residual waste from going into 
the ground.

VINCI Environment UK won the turnkey contract with SITA 
Cornwall. VINCI Environnement France has previously worked 
with SITA UK’s parent company SUEZ Environnement, delivering 
numerous projects in mainland Europe. In partnership with VINCI 
Construction UK, CERC is the first Energy from Waste plant that 
VINCI will deliver in this country. 

VINCI Environnement France, headed by Marc Barnouin, are using 
their extensive experience and expertise in the energy from waste 
sector to design and install the process equipment for the project. 
VINCI Construction UK are delivering the civil engineering and 
building works required, including the design, and are also taking 
the lead in ensuring the project is delivered to UK health and safety 
standards. 

Within the plant, municipal waste is thermally treated. The heat 
from this process is used to generate steam, which in turn drives 
a turbine. The turbine and associated generator converts this 
kinetic energy into electricity, which is then fed into the local 
and national grid. One of the process by-products, the bottom 
ashes, will be treated at the on-site reprocessing facility. Here, 
metals are extracted for recycling and the remaining material is 
treated to produce a secondary aggregate which can be used as a 
construction material. 

Cornwall’s lanes and access roads are notoriously narrow. 
Has this complicated deliveries and transport logistics?
The local lanes and roadways are narrow and quite worn in places 
too, which could have made access difficult. However, the site is 
not too far from the A30 and Cornwall Council commissioned new 
access and haul roads specifically for service vehicles accessing 
the CERC site. So although it’s been tricky during the early enabling 
works, gaining access to site has not been the main issue. A bigger 
challenge has been finding the right people with the right skills 
for the job. This is a major complex infrastructure project and the 
largest of its kind in this area for many years. As a result, we’ve 
had to look outside the county to find the requisite expertise and 
experience. 

For example, we’re currently undertaking reinforced concrete 
works on site, and the company we contracted for this is NJ Doyne 
from Berkshire. They have recruited a very good team, mainly from 
the neighbouring county, Devon.

For civil engineering professionals with refined skill-sets, we first 
looked and recruited from within the business. We also looked 
for professionals from across the UK with a background in energy 

from waste. To complete the team, we sought civil engineering 
professionals who live locally; a number of whom have spent years 
commuting to London and beyond and now have the opportunity 
to work closer to home.

What other issues have you faced so far?
From the outset there has been opposition from some members 
of the local community. Some residents of St Dennis, a small 
village nearby, have been particularly concerned about the size 
of the facility and potential emissions. However, it is clear that 
SITA Cornwall (through their project managers SITA UK) have 
been handling the situation really well. They hold regular local 
community engagement sessions, answer challenging questions 
and, with the support of VINCI Environment UK, have allowed 
visitors to view the works in progress. Communication has been 
open and clear at all times, and SITA Cornwall has made a real 
effort to explain the social and environmental benefits of the 
new facility. It is essential that we are considered guests and not 
intruders in the area, and we manage our works with this firmly 
in mind.

How has the multinational flavour of the VINCI Environment 
UK team influenced project developments?
VINCI Environnement France has been involved in many projects 
of this nature across Europe. They look worldwide for major 
equipment sourcing and installation. For this facility, the boiler, 
turbine and other key components have been procured from across 
Europe, and their subcontractors are likely to use Eastern European 
labour for much of the installation work. So, we have a significant 
challenge on our hands in terms of communicating site health and 
safety messages and maintaining the highest standards across all 
disciplines. 

To address these issues, we’ve been collaborating with our French 
colleagues and their supply chain to set out our expectations. There 

are 100 people on site at the moment, and there will be 300 by 
December 2014, so we’ve been carrying out regular presentations 
and workshops to try to ensure that when the teams arrive they 
fully understand the standards and controls that will be in place. 
We are also implementing a range of measures to ensure nothing 
is lost in translation. For example, there’ll be at least one English 
speaker to every team and multi-lingual signage around the site.

What about the weather? Has the project been adversely 
affected by the 2014 storms?
Cornwall was hit particularly hard during the winter and it’s been 
fairly harsh down here, with heavy wind and incessant rain. In 
anticipation, we opted not to use tower cranes, but chose track-
mounted crawler cranes which are less sensitive to high wind. 
Our choice of jump-forms to construct the bunker also reduced the 
amount of lifting required, and therefore minimised the impact 
of the winds. Nevertheless, we did lose about a week-and-a-half 
during the reinforced concrete work.

As for the rain – many teams would not have gone out in those 
conditions. It’s a huge credit to our team and subcontractors 
that we managed to continue despite the rain; they were very 
determined and stuck it out right through that torrential period. 
Their resilience really helped to keep things on track.

So overall, we’ve had a lot to deal with, and we have many 
challenges ahead. But within VINCI Environment UK we’ve got the 
team and processes in place to keep the project on schedule and 
deliver a world-class Energy Recovery Centre for Cornwall. 

 Mark Cooper, Project Director

CGI - Cornwall Energy Recovery Centre (CERC) - view looking East.
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Building Information Modelling (BIM) has 
become increasingly prominent on the civil 
engineering scene, and VINCI Construction 
UK has been setting a strong example with 
its innovative BIM designs for use in the most 
challenging Crossrail projects. The adoption of 
BIM technologies is now a core component of 
one of the capital’s largest-ever infrastructure 
developments. 
As a result of recent cross-contractor collaborations using BIM, 
Crossrail is fast becoming one of the most important illustrations 
of the Government’s long-term plan to reduce capital cost and 
carbon burden in the built environment by 20%. Following recent 
legislation outlining a four-year sector modernisation programme, 
any contractors hoping to play a role in public sector construction 
will need to prove their proficiency in BIM by 2016. VINCI 
Construction UK has already risen to the challenge, and for that 
reason has won tenders for some of the most complex phases of 
Crossrail construction. 

BIM is a 3D and 4D data collection process that allows contractors 
to manage information about a building at various stages of its 
lifecycle. The technology allows users to isolate key components of 
a build site and even outline the steps required for future phases 
of construction. When working with existing foundations, where 
new facilities are installed to expand or improve a current site, BIM 
becomes especially important. It allows contractors to virtually test 
the interactions between new and old infrastructure and pre-empt 
any issues that may hinder the site’s existing form or functionality:

Clever communications

In large-scale projects where multiple suppliers are concerned, 
BIM also promotes positive collaboration and enhances the 
communication between the suppliers and clients involved. 
Jeff Stephens, BIM Strategy Manager at VINCI Construction UK, 
explains why BIM is a critical resource across all Crossrail projects:

“Every supplier contract for Crossrail requires construction to be derived from 
a 3D model. Because we’re working on historic sites like Whitechapel Station 
and Victoria Dock Portal, BIM models can get very complicated.”

To promote understanding at all levels of the supply chain, the 
Tier 1 contractor must ensure that all the designers and specialist 
contractors’ 3D models are coordinated, including architects, 
structural engineers and MEP designers.  

“To avoid surprises, everything is modelled into a shared system before 
the work begins. There can be upwards of 100 3D models for one station, 
accounting for challenges such as live operations, precise infrastructure 
alignments and coordination with other active processes. The construction 
team receives updates from various design disciplines as the work progresses,” 
explains Jeff. 

Building on strong foundations

This level of collaboration is not unfamiliar to VINCI Construction 
UK. In 2009, the company’s civil engineering division, Taylor 
Woodrow, won a joint venture with BAM Nuttall to design a new 
ticket hall at Tottenham Court Road Station. To set clear objectives 
for the £250m six-year station development, Taylor Woodrow and 
BAM Nuttall agreed on a 4D construction sequence featuring all 
the new and existing walls, screeds, ceilings, internal finishes and 
fixtures within the site during every stage of the build. The BIM 
model was referenced during weekly meetings when issues such 
as material storage and labour resourcing were discussed.  

To succeed in the changing environment of civil engineering, Jeff 
emphasises the need to put cooperation first: 

“What BIM provides is a rich 3D experience, which 
means digital rehearsals of all stages of the design, build 
and operating process. Within the model, the information 
facilitates well-informed decision-making that leads to 
better business outcomes, improved communication, 
lower risk and improved efficiency. But while new skills 
and tools are vital, it’s the culture of information sharing 
and handover at key junctures that will drive success. In 
this respect, it’s all about the people.”

That’s why Taylor Woodrow went to 
such efforts to provide contractors 
engaged in the next phase of 
construction at Tottenham Court Road 
Station with a clear model from which 
to begin. Although the client for the 
ticket hall construction was London 
Underground, the project also entailed 
enabling works for a Crossrail station 
to be built beneath the new site. Taylor 
Woodrow’s elaborate 4D BIM site 
simulations served not only to inform 
contractors engaged on the first phase 
of construction, but also to ensure 
suppliers involved with the subsequent 
Crossrail implementation had all the 
essential  background information to 
drive further building developments. 

This experience in time-critical 4D BIM modelling also gave 
the teams at VINCI Construction UK and Taylor Woodrow the 
necessary skill and confidence to tackle the construction of a 
Crossrail concourse within the busy East London transportation 
hub at Whitechapel. Yazhe Li, a BIM Modeller at VINCI 
Construction UK, explains why BIM helps her team to effectively 
manage the timescales, costs and challenges relevant to their work 
at Whitechapel Station:  

“If possessions were to overrun we would incur huge fines from London 
Underground, so we’ve used 4D BIM to plot and sequence this work very 
precisely. But given the general complexities of the job, we’ve also used it to 
visualise where our work interacts with other people and structures.” 

Discrete and dependable operations

For a live site like Whitechapel Station, these BIM models must 
also include temporary site components like cranes, lorries, 
hoists, cabins, skips and hoarding. Only in this way can London 
Underground continue to provide a consistent experience for the 
millions of commuters passing through the premises each day. 

“The beauty of BIM is that it helps us to support live operations so the public 
has no idea what changes are taking place until the works are complete – 
often years down the line,” reflects Jeff. 

Having a single, streamlined model for reference during client 
presentations also ensures VINCI Construction UK can provide 
London Underground and Crossrail with clear updates including 
visual representation of their progress. And when Crossrail 
construction works are complete in 2017, the same BIM models 
will act as software tools to help city managers look after these 
new assets long into the future. These confidence-winning 
processes are just one of the many reasons VINCI Construction 
UK continues to be a preferred supplier for public infrastructure 
upgrades.  

Jeff Stephens, BIM Strategy Manager

Tottenham Court Road-programme week two
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The V-Grid Fall Prevention System
It was in fact one of the smaller ideas put forward for the 2013 
Regional Innovation Awards that scooped the prestigious Safety 
Prize on the night and which, since then, has had a catalytic 
effect within the company. The V-Grid Fall Prevention System is a 
temporary safety cover for technicians carrying out preliminary 
visual checks of inspection chambers. Consisting of a frame 
covered with a metal grid and two rubber wheels, V-Grid 
prevents technicians from falling into uncovered chambers or 
manholes while going about their work.

Conceived by Kevin Ashman, Project Manager at VINCI Facilities, 
V-Grid began life as an in-house device intended to improve 
safety for VINCI Facilities staff working at the Garth Olwg 
Secondary School in South Wales. “It came to me very simply,” says 
Kevin. “One day I was standing over an uncovered manhole at the school 
site. I thought about the risk potential. Research tells us that manhole 
accidents are common within the construction industry. I decided there and 
then this was a problem crying out for a solution.”

Kevin and his team put their heads together and did some 
sketches. The concept itself was fairly simple – a grid sheet which 
would protect technicians when removing and replacing manhole 
covers by enabling them to pass their lift handles through the 
frame. “It wasn’t rocket science,” says Kevin. “But it was 100% safe; the 
grid would allow a clear view into the chamber, while eliminating the risk of 
falling and ensuring that the chamber is never left uncovered.”

Kevin commissioned a prototype and was pleased with the 
result. The device itself needed strengthening and refining, 
but essentially it was a sound working model. “It clearly had real 
potential,” says Kevin. “We realised the grid held value not just for our 
specialist area but for the industry as a whole. It was something we felt very 
strongly that other people should know about.” 

Sharing success
Following their success at the Innovation Awards, Kevin and 
fellow team members, Chris Rees and Layton Davies, returned to 
Wales determined to share their experience with their colleagues. 

“The first thing we did was celebrate,” says Kevin. “We split our prize 
money and took the whole team out to share the spoils. This was important, 
as it sent the message that we enjoy success together, and that good ideas 
deliver rewards. But more importantly we also shared our excitement; here 
was a simple idea which, up against much bigger, multi-million pound 
projects, had won a high-profile innovation award. This delivered a massive 
boost to staff morale and really got them engaged with the concept and 
process of innovation.”

Having disseminated the V-Grid solution and the story of its 
success, Kevin challenged his staff to come up with more ideas. 
“We wanted to encourage further innovation,” explains Kevin, “so we 
promised to put money into any idea that had legs. The message was: all 
ideas are welcome.”

Since issuing this call, the same VINCI Facilities project team 
now has four new projects under development which they intend 
to put forward for the 2015 Innovation Awards. “It’s really caught 
people’s imagination,” says Kevin. “Staff have seen that those simple 
‘light-bulb’ moments can lead to something tangible. The whole process has 

generated real enthusiasm, as well as possible future solutions we could one 
day take to market.” 

Multiple benefits
Following its success in the UK regional awards, V-Grid was put 
forward to the grand final in Paris in November 2013. In parallel, 
the team sent the prototype to the VINCI Technology Centre UK to 
get it load-tested and explore production costs. 

“While we didn’t win at the grand final, it helped to accelerate 
development,” says Kevin. “We have now received final certification and 
have the backing of senior management to roll it out nationwide. We also 
have a manufacturer in place, so things are looking good.”

Meanwhile, the V-Grid project has opened up a host of local 
opportunities. Kevin invited members of the client team to attend 
the UK regional ceremony in London, which gave the client a 
previously unseen view of the bigger VINCI.  Since then, one of 
the main stakeholders, Garth Olwg Secondary School, has asked 
Kevin to deliver presentations to sixth formers on innovation and 
careers in construction, while the local council has requested 
a copy of the 2013 awards ceremony video and sent an email of 
congratulations. In addition, the main client arranged a meeting 
with the VINCI Facilities Divisional Director, Paul Goodridge, to 
discuss potential opportunities for further work. 

“It’s been very good for the company,” concludes 
Kevin. “The school know they have a world-leader 
under their roof, and there could be more work 
through the council and indeed the client. But most 
importantly, it’s given us the nudge to be bold and 
look for opportunities to convert today’s ideas into 
tomorrow’s solutions.”

The V-Grid in use.01

Among the 2013 UK regional winners, a team from 
VINCI Facilities took up this challenge and set about 

disseminating their award-winning idea. In the six 
months since the ceremony, their efforts have helped to 

increase stakeholder engagement, boost staff morale and 
generate fresh innovations and new business. According to 

Russell Matthews, Director at the VINCI Technology Centre UK, it is a 
“simple success story that sets a great example to the rest of the company and 
the wider group.”

Operating in a highly competitive market, more than ever before 
VINCI Construction UK needs to demonstrate its innovation, 
imagination and skill as a company.

But it is the capture and dissemination of ideas that is crucial to 
keeping the wheels of innovation turning. “No matter how big or small 
the idea,” says Russell, “sharing it internally can help to inspire others, both 
in terms of solving technical problems and generating new ideas that could 
one day lead to new business.” 

At the 2013 UK & Ireland Regional VINCI Innovation Awards ceremony, 
Xavier Huillard, Chairman and Chief Executive of VINCI, delivered a 
rallying cry for increased dissemination within the group. Reflecting 
on the success of the project winners, he spoke of the admiration 
he held for the expertise and innovation on display. However, he 
stressed that innovation alone would not win the day. 
With competition becoming fiercer, he said it is 
vital that VINCI can share 
and showcase its 
capabilities, 
explaining 
that “the first 
to innovate 
and the first 
to make it 
known will 
be the leader.”

01
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NEWS ROUND-UP NEWS ROUND-UP

TRANSPORT
TOTTENHAM COURT 
ROAD STATION
London Underground’s 150th anniversary 
has been celebrated with the installation of 
a time capsule at the Tottenham Court Road 
station upgrade project. Containing a range 
of items, the capsule will offer Londoners 
in 2063 a glimpse of life on the Tube 
today. Made from a salvaged District line 
signalling box, the capsule’s contents were 
selected in collaboration with a panel of 
12 young Londoners working with London 
Transport Museum’s youth programme.

VICTORIA STATION, 
LONDON
A temporary lifting gantry at the Victoria 
Underground station project has removed 
280 vehicles from the capital’s roads, 
providing extra safety for vulnerable road 
users. The gantry was used to lift an 80 
tonne piling rig and a 50 tonne crane on to 
the Taylor Woodrow BAM Nuttall site, an 
operation typically requiring construction 
of a concrete ramp. A subsequent 
assessment indicated that 3.6 tonnes of 
CO2 were saved, including over 4,500 litres 
of fuel, and approximately four weeks of 
programme time.

DOHA METRO, QATAR
A rail project in Qatar is benefitting from 
the testing expertise of the Technology 
Centre. The team were contracted by 
VINCI Construction Grands Projets 
to perform water absorption tests for 
the €1.5bn Doha Metro Southern Line 
project. The tests will help to validate 
performance of the high specification 
steel fibre-reinforced concrete.

NOTTINGHAM STATION
Nottingham station has reopened to the 
public, signifying the culmination of a two 
and a half year upgrade project by Taylor 
Woodrow. Since taking possession of the 
main buildings, the team have worked 
closely with Network Rail and East 
Midland Trains to provide the grade two 
listed station with its first major facelift 
in 110 years. The station plays an integral 
role in Nottingham’s central transport hub 
and will be linked to the city’s extended 
tram network, NET Phase 2.

EDUCATION
ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART, 
BATTERSEA
The third major milestone has been 
reached on the Royal College of Art’s 
Woo Building. Project Manager Mark 
Johnson and Andrew Asbury, the college’s 
Building and Estates Director, marked 
completion of the £8.4m structure’s frame 
by tightening a nut on the saw tooth roof’s 
last bolt column. The seventeen month 
project will create the largest dedicated 
centre for postgraduate applied arts in the 
UK.

BAY CAMPUS, SWANSEA 
UNIVERSITY 
The team carrying out construction 
work on Swansea University’s £450m 
Bay Campus have celebrated reaching 
the highest point on a student residential 
block. The topping out ceremony was 
attended by Welsh finance minister Jane 
Hutt. More than 1,100 people have been 
inducted to work on the site and over 200 
sub-contracting opportunities have been 
created, half of which have been awarded 
to companies from the Swansea Bay 
region. The campus is expected to be ready 
for its first students in September 2015.

GOVERNMENT
WELSH GOVERNMENT
VINCI Facilities has extended its 
relationship with the Welsh Government 
for another year. Building upon 2013’s 
previous extension, the new contract 
arrangement covers a range of soft 
services including recycling, grounds 
maintenance, beekeeping and mailroom 
operation. The team will be responsible 
for four buildings in Aberystwyth, 
Llandudno, Wrexham and Caernarfon, 
which cater for a combined occupancy of 
1,200 people.

COMMUNITY
WARWICK HOUSE, 
SEAFORD
A £6m community hub project has 
been completed in East Sussex. Local 
councillors and Home Office minister 
Norman Baker MP attended an event 
to mark the occasion and discussed the 
benefits that the community hub will 
bring to the local community. The hub 
will provide a library, purpose built flats 
for those with learning disabilities and 
day care facilities for the elderly. VINCI 
Construction UK’s team completed 
decorating, carpeting and fitting out in 
March.

FORMULA E HQ, 
DONINGTON
VINCI Construction UK has completed a 
new headquarters for Formula E, a new 
global electrical racing series, at Donington 
Park. The headquarters will provide 
facilities for each of the ten racing teams, 
together with offices, stores and workshops 
for Formula E’s own operational staff. 
The construction work was carried out to 
BREEAM ‘very good’ standards and was 
completed in late April, with the first teams 
moving in throughout May.

RETAIL
TESCO, WISBECH
Work has begun on a £6m contract for 
Tesco in Cambridgeshire. The project will 
see the decommissioning of a former store 
and petrol station in Wisbech. Eleven new 
retail units and car parking will be created. 
Work will also be carried out to construct 
and widen associated roads.

LOGISTICS
BIDVEST 3663, 
CHEPSTOW
An £11m construction project for 
wholesale food distributor Bidvest 3663 
has begun in south Wales. The Chepstow-
based contract is one of several 3663 
contracts being carried out by VINCI 
Construction UK. Work has begun on 
demolishing an existing warehouse before 
building a new cold store and frozen 
storage facility.

STUDENTCASTLE, YORK
Studentcastle has awarded a £32.5m 
student accommodation contract to 
VINCI Construction UK. Located on 
Walmgate, the development will provide 
648 bedrooms in the heart of York’s 
historic centre. The contract is the fourth 
partnership between VINCI Construction 
UK and Studentcastle, with the two 
having previously worked together 
on similar developments in Cardiff, 
Newcastle and Bristol.

COMMERCIAL
KING’S CROSS CENTRAL
Boris Johnson was guest of honour at the 
topping out ceremony of BNP Paribas 
Real Estate’s King’s Cross Central office 
development. The Mayor of London, along 
with BNP’s executive chairman, celebrated 
completion of the building’s steel frame. 
Construction of 6 Pancras Square began in 
February 2013 and will create 39,500m² of 
office space opposite St Pancras station.

DELAWARE DRIVE, 
MILTON KEYNES
A ceremony has been held to celebrate 
the completion of the steel frame at a 
£25m development in Milton Keynes. 
The Delaware Drive project will provide a 
100,000ft2 headquarters for Volkswagen’s 
Financial Services (VWFS) and is scheduled 
for completion in autumn 2014. Constructed 
over four floors, the development will 
include theatre style conference facilities, a 
restaurant and car park.
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NEWS ROUND-UPNEWS ROUND-UP

RESIDENTIAL
THE MARQUE, 
CAMBRIDGE
The Marque has achieved practical 
completion four weeks ahead of schedule. 
The multi-million pound scheme saw the 
design and construction of 131 apartments 
and retail units, becoming the tallest  
residential scheme in Cambridge. A  
purchaser of one of the new properties said: 
“We have been looking for a pied-a-terre in  
Cambridge for several months. We visited The 
Marque this weekend and were so impressed that 
we put a deposit down on one of the apartments. 
On first sight the design and build quality is  
excellent. It is easily the best development we’ve 
come across.”

ARTS & LEISURE
STONEHENGE
A new, environmentally sensitive visitor 
centre has been completed at Stonehenge. 
The development is central to English 
Heritage’s £27m improvement project, 
significantly improving the visitor 
experience at the World Heritage site. 
The centre has since been shortlisted for 
the Royal Institute of British Architects 
regional awards.

RAMBERT HQ, LONDON
A dance company’s headquarters has 
been completed on London’s South Bank. 
Rambert’s £19.6m new home is the 
culmination of 12 years of planning and 
includes dance studios, treatment and 
body conditioning rooms, production 
workshops, offices and an extensive 
historical archive.

ENVIRONMENTAL
ECOBUILD, LONDON
The Technology Centre team have attended 
Ecobuild 2014, a world-leading event for 
sustainable design, construction, energy 
and the built environment. During the three 
day event at London’s ExCeL, the team held 
discussions with over 100 individuals and 
have since received a number of enquiries 
relating to product testing. 

SUSTAINABILITY LIVE, 
BIRMINGHAM
A principal consultant from the 
Technology Centre has delivered a seminar 
as part of this year’s Sustainability Live 
event. Speaking from the perspective of an 
ISO 50001 certified business, Dr David Kerr 
discussed the benefits of ISO accreditation. 
The conference was held at Birmingham’s 
NEC and brought together over 170 
speakers, each offering top sustainability 
tips and ideas.

HEALTHCARE
COUNTESS OF  
CHESTER HOSPITAL
An eighteen month extension project has 
been completed at the Countess of Chester 
Hospital. The £13m building provides 
overnight facilities for relatives, as well as 
a new endoscopy unit at ground level and 
a critical care unit on the first floor. The 
building’s final design was based on the 
input of more than 200 staff.

ROYAL LIVERPOOL 
UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
An £8m multi-storey car park at The Royal 
Liverpool University Hospital has been 
completed two weeks ahead of schedule. 
Carried out by Integrated Health Projects 
(IHP) – a joint venture between VINCI 
Construction UK and Sir Robert McAlpine 
– the project has provided an additional 
706 car parking spaces. 

Keith McGreavy, the trust’s estates 
director, said: “I would like to express my 
thanks to IHP and its entire project management 
team. The project was delivered within budget 
and has been handed over two weeks earlier 
than planned, a terrific achievement from a fine 
company and a skilled dedicated project team.”

THE HARBOUR, 
BLACKPOOL
A topping out ceremony has been held at 
a new mental health facility in Blackpool. 
The event saw the placing of the final roof 
tile at The Harbour, by Lancashire Care 
NHS Foundation Trust’s chief executive 
Heather Tierney-Moore. Following a 
public vote, the names of the future 
medical suites were revealed, including 
Shakespeare, Austen, Dickens and Keats. 
The Harbour is being developed by 
Integrated Health Projects, a joint venture 
between VINCI Construction UK and Sir 
Robert McAlpine.

KENT INSTITUTE 
OF MEDICINE AND 
SURGERY
A healthcare project has been completed 
and handed over in preparation for the 
hospital’s first visitors. Located on the 
outskirts of Maidstone, the Kent Institute 
of Medicine and Surgery (KIMS) was built 
by VINCI Construction UK as part of a two 
year contract, and will transform acute and 
specialist healthcare in the south-east of 
England by providing services previously 
only available in the capital. The £45m 
project was officially opened during a visit 
by HRH The Duke of Gloucester.

REGENERATION
BUTE DRY DOCK, 
CARDIFF 
A footbridge, temporarily removed from 
Cardiff’s historic docks almost three 
years ago, has returned to the waterfront 
as part of a £2.25m redevelopment. The 
precision operation saw the carefully 
refurbished bridge craned into place 
upon the historic, grade two listed dock 
walls. The bridge was first removed 
from its original location in August 2011 
to make way for the award-winning 
‘origami’ bridge as part of The BBC’s Roath 
Lock studio development, completed to 
BREEAM Outstanding Standard by VINCI 
Construction UK.

BATTERSEA POWER 
STATION, LONDON
The Technology Centre has been appointed 
to a £1.3m project at Battersea Power 
Station. The team will carry out cathodic 
protection, an electro-chemical process 
for arresting corrosion, particularly useful 
when working with heritage structures. 
Phase one of the work will include 
installation of a system to protect the steel 
frame in the station’s washtowers.

COVENT GARDEN PLANNING 
APPLICATION SUBMITTED
VINCI St. Modwen (VSM), the 50/50 joint venture between St. Modwen and VINCI 
PLC, has submitted a planning application for the New Covent Garden Market 
project in London. The 57 acre site is the largest proposed regeneration scheme in 
the Nine Elms district and is one of the capital’s key development areas for new 
mixed-use development.

Through the project, VSM will be helping to secure the future of New Covent 
Garden Market, the UK’s largest fruit, vegetable and flower market, by providing 
21st century facilities. Subject to receipt of planning, construction work on the 
new market will commence in 2015. 
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CHILDREN SEEK INSPIRATION AT FORMULA E SITE
Pre-school children from a nursery in Lichfield visited the site of the future Formula E 
racing headquarters at Donington Park (now complete and handed over). The children, 
from Footsteps Nursery and Pre-school, were presented with their safety equipment 
and learned about what happens on a construction site.

Nursery staff Kim and Petra said: “Thank you so much for allowing us to visit. The children and 
staff had the best time and are still talking about how much fun they have had during their morning 
with you. Also, thank you for allowing the children to keep their high vis jackets and hard hats. They 
are using them in their play and we have extended our construction area for the children to explore 
more and re-enact the trip on Monday. It was a lovely experience.” 

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

JOHN BOSCO TEAM SUPPORTS 
STUDENT EMPLOYABILITY DAY
The St John Bosco Arts College team in Liverpool has supported 
an employability day to help prepare students for their future 
careers. VINCI Construction UK is currently building an £18.2m, 
three-storey girls’ college adjacent to the existing school, due 
for completion in May 2015. Year eleven students, aged 15 to 
16, took part in a day of mock interviews and learned about 
the transferable skills they will need to convey during job 
interviews, including self-management, teamwork and problem 
solving.

ENGINEERS ARRIVE WITH A BANG

Members of the Taylor Woodrow team have introduced young 
people to civil engineering at an event in Birmingham. Held at 
the city’s NEC venue, the Big Bang Fair 2014 is the largest single 
celebration of science and engineering for young people in the UK.

Each year, the fair aims to inspire people – aged from nine to 
nineteen – to pursue careers within the science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics (STEM) sectors. Taylor Woodrow, 
along with other leading contractors, provided support to the 
Institution of Civil Engineers’ exhibition stand. 

The team sought to engage visitors through civil engineering 
activities, educate them on the important role of civil engineering 
in society, and inspire them to consider civil engineering as a 
career path.

COMPUTER TRAINING SCHEME 
PROVIDES CAREER PROSPECTS
The team at London’s Whitechapel station have partnered with 
a local educational service to provide training for members of 
the Tower Hamlets community. Working with the Idea Store, 
the project funded a ten week programme of ICT classes to help 
participants gain basic computer skills.

Each of the twelve attendees has a school-age family member. By 
acquiring additional computer skills, they are now able to better 
assist the children with homework tasks. Having completed 
the programme, the trainees said that what they had learned 
would also help them in everyday life and assist with future 
job opportunities. Several are now planning to begin follow-up 
courses.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

RAINHAM TEAM SUPPORTS ‘WORK-
READY’ COURSE
A VINCI Facilities team in Rainham has formed a partnership 
with an Essex-based college. In collaboration with the Technical 
Skills Academy, the team will be providing construction 
and built environment training for students at Barking and 
Dagenham College, several of whom are already participants on 
the Budding Brunels programme. The team will contribute to 
‘work-ready’ workshops by delivering role play interviews and 
seminars.

MILTON KEYNES STUDENTS EXPLORE THE 
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE
Students from Milton Keynes College have visited the Technology Centre to gain a 
greater understanding of the practical world of construction. The visit was organised 
as part of an initiative to foster greater links with local education providers.

Welcomed by the Technology Centre’s team, students from construction, plumbing 
and electrical courses received a guided tour of the Leighton Buzzard complex, 
including a visit to the full size Crossrail station mock-up.

LINK ROAD TEAM 
TAKES TOOLS TO 
HASTINGS HOSPICE
A charity-run hospice in East Sussex has 
been refurbished with new shelving, 
thanks to two members of a nearby Taylor 
Woodrow team. Paul Hinkley and Ryno 
Harmse – both working on the Bexhill to 
Hastings link road project – gave up their 
time to install the units at St Michael’s 
Hospice in Hastings.

Premises Manager Tim Faulkes said of 
the work: “We are grateful for the racking that 
the guys did, the fundraising department are 
extremely happy with it.”

The Bexhill to Hastings team have selected 
St Michael’s as their chosen charity for 2014 
and will be conducting a number of similar 
volunteering tasks throughout the year.

 

CROXLEY TEAM 
HELP SCHOOL 
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
Thirty primary school children from 
Hertfordshire have tested their building 
knowledge at Taylor Woodrow’s Croxley 
Rail Link project.

The children from St John’s Catholic School 
in Rickmansworth had the chance to get 
their hands dirty by investigating soil 
samples and getting up close and personal 
with Japanese knotweed, before seeing first-
hand what happens to felled poplar trees.

The field trip was an ideal accompaniment 
to a construction-themed school 
project, and provided much more than a 
straightforward talk on civil engineering 
and construction. The visitors were also 
able to try on protective clothing complete 
with hardhats.

Kevin Garfield of subcontractor Cleartrack 
demonstrated a range of equipment used 
on the contract and site ecologist Rebecca 

Morris explained how animals and plants 
are being relocated to suitable new habitats.

As well offering the children a great deal of 
knowledge and material for their projects, 
the visit was also an opportunity for the 
team to connect with the local community, 
show off the site and of course, encourage 
the ambitions of future engineers.

A teacher leading the visit commented: “As 
we got on the bus, one little boy said it was the best 
school trip ever.”
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CONNAUGHT TEAM DELIVERS BOOKS 
TO NEWHAM PRIMARY SCHOOL
Children at a London primary school are benefiting from a new 
supply of books thanks to the Connaught Tunnel project. Site 
Receptionist Janine Mars delivered over 100 books to Drew 
Primary School in Silvertown, accompanied by Sakshi Dunga 
from Crossrail.

The books were donated by members of the Taylor Woodrow 
team currently upgrading a disused railway line from Custom 
House station to North Woolwich Portal; a four-year project due 
for completion in May 2015. “The head teacher was thrilled with the 
donation,” said Janine. “The books will help populate the shelves of the 
school’s new library which will be opened later this year.”

TECHNOLOGY TEAM WELCOMES
BEDFORDSHIRE BUSINESS CENTRE
The Technology Centre team has attended the opening of a green 
business development centre in Dunstable. Located just a few 
miles from the Leighton Buzzard campus, The Incuba provides 
office space, business support, and demonstration areas for 
innovative green start-ups. The project was developed by Central 
Bedfordshire College in partnership with the county council and 
the European Regional Development Fund.

George Crossey, a Technology Centre apprentice and student at 
Dunstable College, and Sustainability Consultant Bob Lewis were 
on hand to greet high profile visitors including the government’s 
business secretary Vince Cable MP. The team spoke to guests 
about the work carried out by the Technology Centre, in 
particular a current contract to provide cathodic protection at 
Battersea Power Station.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Engineering students in Swansea have spent time at the 
university’s Bay Campus construction site to find out how their 
degree studies apply to an operational environment. The visitors 
received a presentation of the £95m project, learning more about 
the planning, programming, procurement and design elements 
of the contract. 

Led by Project Manager Stephen Lewis and Senior Engineer 
Dean Williams, the group had the opportunity to gain a close-
up view of the work during a full site tour. One of the visiting 
students said: “Thank you very much for the welcome, presentation and 
tour around the site; we all enjoyed it. Everyone thought that the 3D video 
was amazing and it opened our eyes to how the industry embraces new 
technology.”                    

AWARDS AND ACCREDITATIONS

BAY CAMPUS EXPERIENCE FOR SWANSEA STUDENTS

WHITECHAPEL RECEIVES SILVER 
CROSSRAIL AWARD
Whitechapel station’s upgrade is the most improved Crossrail 
project in London, according to a recent assessment.

A review under the client’s Gateway scheme also landed the team 
a silver award in acknowledgement of their achievements.

The Gateway award is a Crossrail initiative designed to promote 
high standards and sharing of good practice.

Whitechapel was found to be performing well against all six 
pillars of Target Zero – leadership, workplace health, designing 
for health and safety, workplace safety, communication and 
performance improvement – with five of those categories 
receiving further commendation.

Project Director Peter Walsh said: “The Gateway scheme follows a 
continuous process of evaluation, so we all need to keep our focus on Target 
Zero principles. Well done to all involved.”

Before agreeing the final score, an assessor toured the site area 
and conducted a formal review, including interviews with the 
team.

The award was presented by Andy Mitchell, Crossrail’s 
programme director.

WINNING DAY FOR JONATHON BAYLIE
Quantity Surveyor Jonathon Baylie was presented with the 
surveying prize at April’s Duke of Gloucester Young Achievers 
celebration in London. The awards celebrate the achievements of 
exceptional young professionals who have achieved excellence 
in their careers to date and gone the extra mile to promote 
construction to their peers.

Currently working in Solihull, Jonathon graduated in 2012 and 
has since worked tirelessly, both on and off site. In fact, only two 
years into his professional career, he has already begun duties as 
an ambassador for the Construction Youth Trust.

GREEN LINE AWARD FOR VICTORIA DOCK TEAM
Taylor Woodrow’s Victoria Dock Portal (VDP) team in London has 
received Crossrail’s Green Line award. 

Green Line is a client recognition scheme which aims to improve 
environmental awareness on Crossrail projects by highlighting 
achievements and areas for improvement.

The award was presented by Chris Sexton, Technical Director 
for Crossrail. The team was said to have made excellent efforts 
when trialling environmental incident and management tools, 
using observational forms and aligning environmental specific 
near miss cards with RIVO, (a Crossrail Incident management 
software programme).
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FLEET MANAGEMENT ACHIEVES 
BRONZE STATUS
VINCI Construction UK has achieved bronze status as part of a 
high profile road safety scheme.

The Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS) is an accreditation 
scheme that aims to improve fleet activity in London and 
throughout the UK.

As a company with an extensive presence in the capital, the news 
is seen as a significant milestone in VINCI Construction UK’s 
safety ambitions.

FORS is voluntary and open to any company operating fleets 
including vans, lorries, mini-buses and coaches in London.

Andy Sneddon, the group’s Health and Safety Director, said: 
“bronze recognition fulfils a major part of our public commitment to the 
safety of vulnerable road users.”

WAKEFIELD TEAM WINS CIOB 
COLLABORATION AWARD
VINCI Construction UK has won the collaboration prize at the 
Committed to Construction in West Yorkshire Awards (CCIWY).

The Wakefield-based team were rewarded for their commitment 
to building effective relationships and sharing best practice with 
third parties. 

CCIWY awards are endorsed by the Chartered Institute of 
Building and showcase professionalism, excellence and 
innovation across the county.

Held at the Royal Armouries in Leeds, the awards were open to 
public and private organisations, as well as individuals whose 
businesses relate to construction. Categories were chosen to 
reflect sensitive, diverse and current issues in the modern 
construction industry.

An £8m project at the Royal Liverpool University Hospital has 
been named the best new car park at the British Parking Awards.

Completed by VINCI Construction UK’s team in 2013, the multi-
storey complex was delivered two weeks ahead of schedule.

Beating stiff competition, the car park was commended for 
meeting the specific needs of the hospital, the use of high 
quality materials, well-planned vehicle circulation paths, and a 
sympathetic aesthetic.

The award also acknowledged the co-operation displayed 
between the project team and other parties, including designers 
and planning authorities. 

Project Manager Martin Horton said: “Well done to the team, they 
should all be very proud. It is excellent to see our hard work being nationally 
recognised.”

As part of phase one of the hospital’s redevelopment, the car 
park has provided 706 spaces, a staff office, a reception area and 
shower facilities for cyclists.

ROYAL LIVERPOOL TEAM WINS NATIONAL CAR PARK AWARD

CAST TAKES TOP PRIZES AT BUILDING 
EXCELLENCE AWARDS

The team responsible for the Cast performance venue Doncaster 
have reason to celebrate, having secured two titles at the regional 
LABC Building Excellence Awards. Completed in April 2013, Cast 
plays a leading role in the £300m new Civic and Cultural Quarter 
and has transformed central Doncaster’s architectural landscape.

The multi-use venue won both Best Commercial Building Over 
£1m plus the coveted Winner of Winners, for excellent design, 
construction and workmanship. The project will now complete in 
November’s Grand Final at The Brewery in London.

Distinct features of this challenging project included a dividing 
wall between the 620-seat auditorium and foyer – designed to 
resemble a flowing stage curtain – which can be viewed and 
admired through the building’s glazed outer façade.

Other elements of the build were a 200/400 seated or standing 
performance space, dance and drama studios, dressing 
rooms, box office, café/bar, plus outside work on the road and 
surrounding landscape.

RAMBERT DANCES OFF WITH RIBA 
REGIONAL AWARD

Rambert’s London-based dance headquarters has won a Royal 
Institute of British Architects (RIBA) London Regional Award.

Recently completed by VINCI Construction UK, the building is 
home to the UK’s foremost contemporary dance company, and has 
already gained critical and public recognition for its use of space 
for performances, rehearsal and audience seating areas, as well as 
a location for the extensive Rambert archives.

Fellow recipients of regional prizes included The Shard and The 
Aquatics Centre at The Olympic Park; exemplifying the high 
standards submitted this year. Along with the other regional 
finalists, the Rambert project will now go through to the RIBA 
National Awards, with overall winners to be announced in June.

The building is also in the running for the Architects’ Journal 
AJ100 Building of the Year award.

CONSTRUCTING EXCELLENCE
The ProCure21+ Cost Reduction Programme (CRP) has been 
shortlisted for two Constructing Excellence awards. The 
programme was initiated in response to the Government 
Construction Strategy and is being delivered by six principal 
supply chain partners, one of which is Integrated Health Projects 
(IHP) – a joint venture between 
VINCI Construction UK and  
Sir Robert McAlpine. As well as 
competing for the Innovation prize, 
the CRP partners will be hoping 
to come away with the Integration 
and Collaboration award.
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OUR PEOPLECONSIDERATE CONSTRUCTORS SCHEME

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD REVEALS 
FUNDRAISING TOTAL
Taylor Woodrow BAM Nuttall’s team at Tottenham Court Road has raised £30,488 
for charity. Since October 2010, members of the project have been raising money for 
a variety of charities and good causes. The funds collected in 2013 have brought the 
grand total – for the duration of the contract – to a staggering £52,000. Stakeholder 
Manager Jack Lawrence said the team was “thrilled with the results of all the hard work 
everyone has put in.”

SIZEWELL TEAM TO 
THE RESCUE
Earlier this year, a team working in 
Sizewell rescued a local resident who 
became trapped in floods. So severe was 
the rainfall, the car had become submerged 
in mud up to the vehicle’s seat height. The 
man eventually escaped through the sun 
roof with the help of the construction team 
and subcontractor Newall.

FUNDRAISING CHEQUE 
PRESENTED TO LONDON 
HOSPICE
VINCI Facilities has presented a £9,500 
cheque to St. Christopher’s Hospice in 
Sydenham, London. Established in 1967, 
St Christopher’s provides support to the 
terminally ill and their families before, 
during and after the loss of a loved one.

The team’s fundraising activities 
included a hog roast event which was 
organised alongside supply chain 
partners.

VICTORIA HERO WINS 
ANNUAL STEP UP 
AWARD
The Company’s annual Step UP prize for 
health and safety has been awarded to 
Rory Stickels of the Victoria station upgrade 
team.

Rory was commended for rushing to 
the aid of a wheelchair user who almost 
fell down the station’s escalators. His 
fast response prevented a serious, and 
potentially fatal, incident from occurring. 
He then proceeded to assist the passenger 
in exiting the station.

Regional safety managers Richard 
Hinchliffe and Tim Lyons praised Rory for 
going above and beyond the call of duty. 
Richard said: “Rory intervened in a situation he 
didn’t have to. There were many other people who 
could have helped, but didn’t; I felt this summed 
up the whole ethos of Step UP.”

Tim added: “He demonstrated consideration 
for the safety of a vulnerable individual outside 
of the work environment, but also demonstrated 
the safety behaviours we look to encourage in the 
workplace.”

LONDON INFRASTRUCTURE SUMMIT
Andrew Ridley-Barker, Managing Director of VINCI Construction UK, has spoken at 
the 2014 London Infrastructure Summit. He highlighted the need to push forward 
the capital’s infrastructure by replacing uncertainty with strong decision-making. 
Following a theme of ‘infrastructure fit for the world city’, Andrew called for a long-term 
infrastructure plan and greater political consensus. This year’s inaugural event brought 
together business leaders and stakeholders from the property, investment, construction, 
transport and public sectors to debate key infrastructure issues.

It has been a gala month for the Building and 
Taylor Woodrow divisions, having collectively 
received six gold accolades at the Considerate 
Constructor Scheme (CCS) National Site Awards.

Victoria Station Upgrade
A gold award went to Taylor Woodrow BAM 
Nuttall’s Victoria station joint venture, where major 
project outcomes included a new underground 
ticket hall and street level entrance, enlarged 
Victoria Line ticket hall, nine escalators, an 
interchange tunnel and lifts. Standout considerate 
measures included noise reduction methods so 
as not to disturb local theatre performances, and 
perhaps more importantly as a long-term gain, 
onsite workforce training and a commitment to 
sustainable procurement.

Tottenham Court Road Station Upgrade
The joint venture also struck gold on a second occasion, thanks 
to their winning collaboration on the Tottenham Court Road 
Station upgrade, where major work to increase capacity, improve 
underground services and connect with Crossrail was all carried out 
using noise reduction methods, safety initiatives and going the extra 
mile to ensure commuters, local residents and business owners were 
subject to the minimum level of inconvenience.

NET Phase 2
A further gold went to the NET Phase 2 joint venture team for 
their work on the major extension to Nottingham’s tram system. 
Considerate measures included employing a new APPI track-laying 
system that helped to minimise noise as well as better working 
conditions for site operatives. In addition, local shopkeepers were 
provided with temporary warehouse space, enabling them to carry 
on retailing during the project. 

KIMS
The final gold award went to VINCI Construction UK’s team at The 
Kent Institute of Medicine and Surgery (KIMS). Having won a silver 
award last year, the KIMS project team went one better in 2014 
thanks to their commitment to environmental protection, safety 
measures and engaging with the local community - all whilst 
creating a world-class medical facility on reclaimed farmland.

Connaught Tunnel
Further recognition must also go to the Taylor Woodrow team 
for their project work on the refurbishment of Connaught Tunnel 
running between the Victoria and Albert Docks in central London. 
Using ultra low-carbon concrete to improve environmental 
performance and diesel particulate filters to reduce older engine 
impact were just two of the measures that helped secure them a 
Most Considerate Site Runner Up award.

Whitechapel Main Station
A Most Considerate Site Runner 
Up award also went to the BBMV 
joint venture team at Whitechapel. 
Innovative energy approaches on 
the project include LED site lighting 
- pioneered here and now being 
rolled out across other Crossrail 
sites - and a biofuel generator which 
runs on rapeseed instead of diesel, 
with significant emission and noise 
reduction benefits. Numerous 
community initiatives were 
undertaken in the densely populated 
neighbourhood by our  professional 
and friendly team.

NATIONAL SITE AWARDS: REACHING THE GOLD STANDARD
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VICTORIA TEAM BUILD PRIMARY 
SCHOOL WELLIE STORE
Students at a school in west London are now able to use their 
outdoor play facilities all year round, thanks to the Taylor Woodrow 
BAM Nuttall team at Victoria station.

When St. Mark’s Primary School in Hanwell established the need 
for a wellington boot storage system, they made contact with the 
joint venture team via parents and pupils.

A gang of 21 stepped up to the challenge through the Stand Out! 
Make a Difference initiative and set about drawing up plans.

Over just two days, the team cleared rubbish, removed topsoil, laid 
concrete and crushed stone, as well as erecting the store itself.

Two VINCI Construction UK team members have cycled through 
North Yorkshire to raise money for Sports Aid. Cary Hadfield, in 
charge of the Formula E headquarters project in Donington, was 
joined by Contracts Manager Patrick Egan and two supply chain 
partners on a 67 mile journey which included parts of this year’s 
Grand Départ; the iconic first stage of the 2014 Tour de France. 

CORNWALL RUNNERS CLAIM 
PLYMOUTH THIRD PLACE
A civil engineering team based in Cornwall have seized a top 
position in the Plymouth Half Marathon and made £2,000 for 
charity in the process.

Seven determined runners from the Cornwall Energy Recovery 
Centre (CERC) project joined thousands of others to brace 
unsettled weather conditions, uneven cobbles and some uphill 
struggles.

However, despite these challenges, the Taylor Woodrow team 
clocked in with impressive race times, securing third place 
overall in the company challenge.

Many civil engineers would have recognised Smeaton’s 
Tower close to the finish line. One of Plymouth’s most famous 
landmarks, the tower was designed by John Smeaton; a man 
considered the father of the profession and the first to call 
himself a civil engineer.

More than doubling their original target, the ‘Haul Road Runners’ 
– named in honour of the CERC haul road where training took 
place – managed to raise in excess of £2,000 for the Children’s 
Hospice South West.

The team consisted of Christophe Arnoult, Howard Simons, Seth 
Michaux, Adam Cooper, Dan Pooley, Ella Secker and Sophia Forrest.

SPORT RELIEF EVENTS RAISE 
OVER £1,000
Cake sales and sweepstakes at Victoria station and Astral House 
have collectively raised over £1,000 for Sport Relief 2014. At 
Victoria, the team came to work in sporting attire, with some even 
subjecting themselves to wearing the colours of rival sport clubs. 
A sweepstake also took place with £30 up for grabs for the winner. 
The Taylor Woodrow BAM Nuttall team managed to collect £308 in 
donations throughout the day.

In Watford, the human resources team supplied sweet-toothed 
colleagues with over 500 handmade cakes in exchange for 
charitable donations. A huge variety of calorific treats were on 
offer, including cupcakes, brownies and sponges, plus several 
showstopper cakes which were offered as grand finale raffle prizes. 
With cake sales continuing right up until the close of business, the 
team raised £705.

HR Manager Nikita Swatton said: “It’s amazing to have raised so much 
money just by making cakes; there are almost 200 people in the building 
and pretty much everyone got involved. We’re just so grateful for the 
generosity of our employees and very much looking forward to donating the 
money to Sport Relief.”

BRADWELL RAFFLE RAISES £4,000 
FOR AIR AMBULANCE
A charity raffle organised by Taylor Woodrow’s decommissioning 
team at Bradwell power station has raised over £4,400 for Essex Air 
Ambulance. The event was supported by the teams working on site 
and prizes were donated by supply chain partners.

Senior Project Manager Craig McLackland said: “Our community 
involvement team was set up so that we could be proactive within the area. We 
wanted to support the air ambulance because rural communities, including 
those directly surrounding the site, are so reliant upon the service.”

WHITECHAPEL FUNDRAISING 
TOPS £10,000
The Whitechapel station team in London has raised a huge total 
of £10,319 for charity. Activities have included a quiz night, which 
raised £1,500 for the Childhood Eye Cancer Trust. The team also 
donated personal time to weekend volunteering.

A successful attempt at the Three Peaks Challenge raised £2,900 
for the Whitechapel Mission, while those who took part in a 
10 kilometre run raised £1,000 for Friends of the Royal London 
Hospital.

PATRICK AND CARY TAKE ON LE TOUR
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On 28 April, more than 100 of VINCI Construction 
UK’s trading partners gathered in Daventry for 
the company’s inaugural supply chain conference, 
the centrepiece of which was the launch of a new 
supply chain strategy. Organised by National Supply 
Chain Manager, Neil Mant, the event focused on 
collaboration, efficiency, mutual expectations and 
measurable improvement. 

“It was refreshing to hear the VINCI approach to creating 
proactive and collaborative tendering and the obvious 
advantages to all partners.”

Dave Kieft,Director at RDM Electrical 
and Mechanical Services

SUPPLY CHAIN 
CONFERENCE 2014

 

 

 

 

 

 

VINCI has developed Subcontractor Relations Guidelines as an 
extension of its new Manifesto. These reflect the vision of “working 
well together” with every entity involved in the Group’s projects.

COMMITMENT No. 1

Comparable safety 
conditions for our 
employees and 
subcontractors

COMMITMENT No. 4

Transparency in business 
relations

COMMITMENT No. 5

Cooperation with local 
companies

COMMITMENT No. 6

Compliance with VINCI’s 
values

COMMITMENT No. 2

Fair commercial relations

COMMITMENT No. 3

Fair contracting practices


